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INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The elderly citizens of rural locales approx.imate thirteen perc0.1t 

of the rural population in the United States (Gluscow and Beale, 1985:23). 

over t.~e past decade, the special life circumstunces of the elderly in 

this cou.r1try have receivc:rl an increasing c:rrnount of attention from 

sc..~olars, :p:>licy-makers and service providers. The elderly in rur ul 

society, however, is one sul:;group of this ropulution wlnse needs have 

failed to be addressed (Coward and Lee, 1985: 3) . 

The central problem this study will confront regurds a fucet of 

t..rus sub:]roup. In a c:::c:r.munity setting, the elderly residents' percep

tions of ccmnunity and familial change, knowlc.Jge <md scarcity of 

essential resources such as health care, nutrition and transportation, 

as well as perceptions of social suppJrt frcrn fc:unily and friends will 

be analyzed. This analysis will enable the reseurcher to detennine 

whD.t direction future policy fonuo.tion o.nd developnent for rure1l 

elders might take. 

The ccmnunity of Liberty, Oklah:ma (a fictionalizE:.-d name) was 

chosen for this study because of its isolation fran urban areas. Also, 

u1is town has an elderly tX)pulation which constitutes over half 

(sixty-two p€X'Cent) of the total resident count of approximately 350 

residents (To\v:n Board ill-rl Oklal::ama Wuter Resources Bourd Conmunity 

Su...rvey, 1987). After finalizi.n:f u1e plans for the actual sh,dy site, 
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the overall plan for the research was canpleted. 

A thorough review of the available literature was conducted, which 

:implemented various theories on aging as well as past studies on the 

rural elderly. Additionally, the historical significance of the study 

location was analyzed to be utilized as a point of reference during the 

research phase of this study. The methodology for this analysis utilized 

the qualitative approach. Personal interviews and participant observa

tion were utilized in the collection of the data. As the results of 

the study were canpiled, policy implications emerged and are discussed 

in the concluding chapter of the study. 

.. 
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GIAPI'ER II 

HISTORICAL AND PRESENT DAY 

DESO.UPriON OF THE 

~lUNITY 

The carmunity in this study was founded shortly after Oklahmta 1 a 

Cherokee OUtlet land run in 1893 (Harper, 1938: 326). Prior to that time, 

the OUtlet had been utilized by several praninent cattle caupanies for 

grazing purposes, and many an "outlaw'' found refuge in the rough, 

gypsum hills surrounding the town. 

Soon after the OUtlet run, a small group of settlers staked their 

cla:ilns in the isolated region. They congngated near the present site 

of Liberty, Oklahana, and it soon became a thrivin:r trade center for 

the early pioneers in this sage covered land (Liberty Museum Collection, 

1988). By 1901 a weekly newspaper had been established and the United 

States Postal Department approved the cammunity 1s request for a post 

office. In 1919, the Buffalo Northwestern Railroad was wilt alon:r 

t..'l.e Cimarron River and encouraged. the growth of the Emall agriculture 

center (Libel."ty Museum COllection, 1988) • 

According to Otie Rickford, an early pioneer in the area, in it 1 s 

beg innin:r, the cc:nrnuni ty was heme to a lumber canpany, bank, two 

grocery stores and two grain elevators, as well as many other essential 

b.lsinesses. By 1923, a new schoolhouse had been erected, and the first 

senior class graduated in 1924 (Liberty Museum Collection, 1988). 



'l"'he majority o.f the early inhabitants of tJ1is area were funners 

and ranchers. Through the years few names have changed, just faces. 

According to one of the first men to venture out to this untaned prairie, 

the pioneers in this raw land had to be self-sufficient and as rough 

hewn as dried cedar (Liberty Museum Collection, 1988) • Otie Rickford 

recou.Dted a typical "Fall Roundup 11 as follcws: 

..• when blocm is on the sage and the odor of sweat and leather 
permeates the air, the CXJWboys gather in msnory of a hard breed, 
many who in yesteryears have answered the call to the last roundup. 
Those men did not win their laurels in a fe..'1ced-in rodeo arena to 
t.'f-}e cheering voices of thousands. Instead, they were awakened at 
day-break by the thunderous voice of the roundup boss. The sky was 
t.'f-}e roof over their saddle rolls, the treasured saddle their easy 
chair, and the royote and owl were their only cheering section ... 

And so they were, weather-beaten faces a1J.d rough, calloused hands, 

the forefathers of this re:rion. The early days were indeed hard for these 

people, but they were accustaned to hardship. This attitude of endurance 

has carried over to ymmger generations and is visible today. 

This rural camnunity was forged fran sand, sagebrush and sweat. 

The inhabitants of the area have not lost that pioneer spirit, and the 

name of the town certainly characterizes the underlying feelings of its 

citizens. The people here have endured the irrational elements of 

nature, the highs and lows of the wheat and cattle markets, the oil bocm 

gone bust, and countless other pitfalls that are part and parcel of this 

gecgraphic region. As one local ranchhand stated, 11 now rold cash, 

s:::metimes that ain't so hard to lay hands on as a good rain when you 

need it11 • 

In all of its uniqueness, however, this carmuni ty appears to be in 

a period of rapid econcmic and social transition. Acrording to manbers 

of the TCMD Board and the local Chamber of Ccmnerce, there are but a feN 

essential businesses left in town (Town Board minutes, August, 1987 and 
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Chamber of Carrnerce minutes, April, 1988). Also, there no lon:Jer is a 

railroad because the spur to Liberty was closed in the early 1980s due 

to 11 COst effectiveness". The local school syste:n is suffering fran a 

decline in enrollment~ and is seeking. every avenue available to sustain 

its' level of education for the area students (School Board minutes, 

April, 1988) . According to school roard mEmber Dorsey Talker: 

•.• a major portion of the vitality of this town lies within the 
successful operation of the school and local businesses. If the 
town continues down the track it is on, we may experience a rolling 
up of sidewalks on a pennanant basis ... 

In efforts to combat the encroaching school consolidation movement, 

the o::mnunity has recently formed a citizen advised educational fowlda-

tion (School Board minutes, April, 1988). The Chamber of COil1Tierce is 

also heavily involved with economic diversification for the area. The 

officials of the State Deparbnents of Tourism and Carrnerce have been 

contacted for advise on methods to attract new businesses and tourists 

to the area. Naturally, it is hoped these ideas will develop, and the 

econany of the reg-ion will be subsequently roistered (Chamber of Ccxnmerce 

minutes, April, 1988). 

This town of approximately 350 residents is experiencing some of 

the sL~lar difficulties rural communities across the nation are 

confronting (Clifford et al. .• 1982:1948). According to Everett Rcgers, 

(1988:128); 

... agriculture regions of the Great Plains currently have 
experienced a decline in the nunber of fanns due to the gray.rth 
of a feN farms, and a large number of insolvent fa.rrnir:q operations, 
these facts have reduced the total farm population. Small towns 
no longer function as service centers for a declining base of 
farm operators. Businesses close, the tax base erodes and jobs 
are lost. This merely continues the cycle of decline. Sch:>ols 
and churches must consolidate because they no longer can support 
thEIDSel ves and on and on ••• 

All of these factors are typical of Liberty, but this carmunity has 
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resigne:::l itself to ccmbatin;; the problEms it confronts. The elderly, 

too, are concerne:::l al:out these issues. Specifically, the older residents 

related the problans of the carmunity to their own situations and 

discussed them during the interview phase of this study. 
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rnAPI'ER III 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FOCUS 

Despite the current trend in the United States toward a hanog-eneous 

society, important rural-urban differences still exist. The attitudinal 

characteristics and perceptions of the rural individual differentiates 

them historically, occupationally and ecologically fran their urban 

counterparts (Everett Rojers, 1988:11). This study finds it imperative 

that the reader understand these characteristics of rurality because 

of their influence on rural society. 

As Olaf Larson stated (1977: 102) many sociologists point out that 

there ranain unique and distinctive features of contanporary rural 

life in our society that qualify it as a subculture. As the United 

States has evolved fran a11 agrarian to an industrialized nation, the 

dcminant culture has becane urban in character. Today, both geography 

and occupation fonn the basis on which the distinctive way of life of 

rural people may be seen as a subculture, despite the 11 hanog-enizing" 11 

influences of television and the spillover of urban developnent into 

the countryside (Everett Rojers, 1988:41). 

Distinctive rural-urban differences are maintained by the rural 

i.rrlividual's viEWs on moral and ethical issues, which are significantly 

expressed by their disapprovi.nj via-vs of divorce and premarital sex 

(Larson, 1977 :96). Also, there reuain differences in behavior, 

according to Larson (1977:101) many surveys have consistently found 

rural people more inclined to attend church, and volunteer their time 
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and effort for local problems and causes. 

It has been found too, that rural people place a high value on 

rural livin;J, and feel their life is generally superior to that of 

city dwellers despite the fact that many rural areas do not have the 

amenities found in urban areas. Also, rural residents tend to value 

the VvDrk ethic more than their urban cousins. The saying "Idle hands 

are the Devil's keeper" is taken very seriously by rural people 

(Bartlett, 1986:295). 

These examples are but a few of the variations found between rural 

and urban societies, but do illustrate why it is necessary to different

iate the 1:w:) in this research. This study will focus on the issue of , · 

rurality and specifically how the rural elderly interact with and 

perceive their environments. In order for the significance of the 

interdependence between rurality and old age to be understood, they 

must be analyzed separately. The folla,.ving sections of this chapter 

will do just that. 

Rurality and Community 

'Ihe tenn rural, as opposed to urban, has never been canpletely 

de£ ined and agreed upon by ~ery concerned person. In other v.ords 

there is no standard definition of rural. For the purposes of this 

study, rural will be classified in accordance with the United States 

Census Bureau's definition of rurality along with several sociological 

descriptions of the term. 

The Census Bureau divides the nation's population into rural and 

urban people on the basis of where they reside. Persons who live in 

the country or in towns of less than 2, 500 population are said to be 
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rural (Everett Rogers, 1988:19). In 1987 a.J::out seventy-six percent of 

the United States p::>pulation was urban and twenty-four percent rural. 

According to Rogers (1988: 21) the rural areas have been increasing their 

p::>pulation base, but urban areas are growing at a faster rate. 

As you will recall, this study considers other descriptions of 

carmunity too, more specifically, rural sociological ones. According 

to Robert Nisbet (1966:47): 

.•. community encompasses all forms of relationship which are 
characterized by a high degree of personal intimacy, emotional 
depth, moral carnmitment, social cohesion, and COI}tinuity in time. 
Ccrrmunity is founded on ma11 conceived in his wh:::>leness rather than 
in one or another of the social roles, taken separately, that he 
may hold in a social order: .. 

Basically, Nisbet's definition describes community as having three key 

componu1ts: association, a ocrlmon value system and place. 

Robert1 Redfield in 1941 differentiated between folk and urban 

societies in the following manner. He distinguished a folk society 

as being small, often isolated, having higher degrees of solidarity 

and needing to use relatively infomal methcxls of social control. He 

also argued that a folk society considered the VJhole person rather than 

the fragmented roles that are often noticed in urban areas (Redfield, 

1941: 293-308) • Accordingly, relationships in rural locales were mn-

sidered .important in and of themselves, not for what could be obtained 

fran them. 

In his 'IM)rk The Division of Labor in Society, Emile Durkhe.im 

distinguished between mechanical and organic solidarity as they related 

to rurality and urbanization. He suggested that mechanical solidarity 

was reminiscent of rural, small ccmnunities or simple societies, because 

all of the people had the same values and therefore the rules far 

behavior were perfectly clear. The laws of society were applied 
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methodically: specific violations called for specific punishments 

(Durk~e~~, 1893:86). 

Modern societies were contractural in nature and displayed a 

variety of value syste:ns. This diversity provided for a highly special

ized division of labor to occur with the resultant confusion of norms 

and values. People in these societies were bound together because of 

mutual interdependence. Their rights and obligations were specified 

in contracts, and if violations did occur, attempts were made to rectify 

t.'l-)e situation. Punishnent was seen as a last resort (Durkheim, 1893: 87) • 

In summation, it is clear that a single description of rurality 

and "a sense of cx:mnunity" is virtually nonexistent. Corrmunity does 

bring to mind security, a:mnon courtesy and familiarity with one's 

environment, but the "ideal" is cha.."Bing in the United States tod~y. 

As Rogers stated. (1988: 109) the tight-knit relationships of the rntall 

town are increasingly being replaced by the depersonalized relationships 

of urban life. People seldan live a substantial r:ortion of their lives 

in one canmunity anymore. Rather, increased econanic and social benefits 

await in larger, urbanized areas and the rn~all-town type carmunity 

loses its hold on its residents. 

Mass media, geographic mobility and the access to telecx:mnunication 

systems have allowed the rural areas of this country to bec:crne more 

diverse in values in recent years (Clifford et al. .. 1982:148) . Rural 

society is no longer a static ideal but a dynamic one. Because of this 

rapid transition in rural areas, the needs of the people too are changin:J. 

As you will recall, the elderly in rural society is the central issue 

in this study, their wants, needs and desires are fairly consistent 

with other members of rural locales and so will be discussed in the 
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following sections of this chapter. 

The Aged Population in Rural Areas 

For the pu.:I:'IX)ses of this research, the term "older adult" will 

refer to those persons who have attained sixty years of age or more. 

The term elderly is a very arbritrary one, and can in no way define a 

person's physical or COJnitive abilities or characteristics (Hall, 

1987:6). In this research effort older is merely reflective of a 

person's chronological age. 

The latest United States Census Bureau's population data shows 

that in 1985 the older adult population, nationwide, numbered approxi

mately 28.5 million people (AARP, 1986). They represent roughly twelve 

percent of the total number of people or about one in every eight 

l'>.mericans. Since 1900, the percentage of ..Americans, sixty-five years 

of age and older, has tripled and these growth figures are expected to 

continue. The most rapidly increasin:r segment of this population is 

the eighty-five years and over catEgory. Also, it has been calculated 

that between t..l-J.e years 2010 and 2030 there will be a dramatci.c increase 

in the over sixty-five population because of the "baby-bcx:m" generation 

reaching retirE.ffient age (AARP, 1986). 

To focus on a significant sub}roup of this aged population, 

specifically, the rural elderly, it is necessary to describe it dena

graphically as well. In 1980, rural residents sixty-five years of age 

or older, numbered thirteen percent of the total population (Glascow 

and Beale, 1985: 22). This figure is slightly higher than the proportion 

of elderly found in urbanized areas. In general, there appears to 1:::>G a 

very high percentage of older adults found in snall ccmnunities of less 
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than 2, 500 residents. It has been suggested by several studies (Glasrow 

arrl Beale, 1985 arrl Coward and Lee, 1985) that this is occurring because 

of the outward migration frau rural areas of yoUilCJer people for econanic 

reasons and the inward migration to small towns of older people for 

retirement purposes. 

Although rural areas have a higher proportion of elderly citizens 

than urban locations, there remains a great deal of disparity between 

them regarding resource availability and utilization (Coward and Lee, 

19.85:4). In addition to the rural segment of American society having a 

higher proportion of the elderly population, these rural elders also 

experience lower total incanes, on the average, than do their urban 

counterparts, and occupy a greater share of the nation's substandard 

and dilapidated housing (Weicher, 1980) • 

Besides havin:J lower than average incanes and poor housing ron

ditions, the rural aged exhibit a greater number of health problems than 

do urbanized elders. 'Ihis can be best illustrated by the fact that 

approximately eighty seven percent of the rural elderly experience 

having at least one chronic illness of same type (Nelson, 1980) • 

Several statewide surveys have indicated that the rural elderly, as 

canpared to the urban elderly, feel that they do not have adequate 

access to health and social services, physicians or other health 

professionals (Mauer, Christensen and Warner, 1980). This disparate 

health care situation is often canpounded by the lack or scarcity of 

adequate transportation resources in rural areas. Frequently, regional 

health care centers are the primary means for the rural aged to obtain 

medical care. With no rejUlar sources of available transportation, 

rural elders will often go without necessary treatment or will allow 
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medical problans to go u:nd.iagnosed. If medicare and medicaid payments 

continue to be cut, while health care costs increase at the annual 

rate of approximately fifteen percent, oommunities will have to step in 

and fill the widening resource gaps (Ccward and Kerckhoff, 1978). This 

situation cannot be overlooked because it is a well known fact that: 

... good physical health is paran1ount to; life satisfaction, the 
ability to function independently, participation in enjoyable 
social activities, and the conservation of incane, all factors 
which contribute to an overall sense of well-being .•. (Coward and 
Kerckhoff, 1978). 

The availability and accessibility of health care services and facilities 

is definitely a critical factor in determining the quality of life for 

many older .Americans, and the continuing inadequacies for many rural 

corrmunities has been well documented (Miller et al. .. 1982) . 

Elderly care continuum has been stipulated as being a top priority 

in the Older .Americans Act 1978 Amendments, and state and local agencies 

have been directed toward that goal by the Areawide Agencies on Aging 

{Coward, 1985:230). Nutrition, health care, hane maintenance, and 

personal care services have all been considered as vi tal aspects in the 

maintenance of independence. 

Rural areas are at a decided disadvantage in this reg-ard, because 

of the lesser number of trained professionals and intact services. 

Additionally, urban locales have been chosen to receive the major portion 

of federal and state dollars for the developnent of services. For 

example, as recently as 1980, rural areas were receiving only eleven 

percent of the total expenditures allocated to the Administration on 

Aging, the major econanic source for programs and services for older 

Americans (National Council on Aging, 1980). According to an undisclosed 

source with the State of Oklahcma' s Special Onit on NJinJ, the funding 
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fran the Older .Americans Act is distributed statewide based primarily 

on r:;opulation. Little or no attention is given to geographic area 

served or to the existence of in-place services. The source also stated 

that state legislators at the capitol have the option of "specifying" 

where certain state monies for the developnent of aging services will 

go with little regard given for equitable distribution statewide. 

All of these issues are of paramount importance to the older adults 

in rural areas as well as to the younger generations. The menbers of 

rural society must became enlightened about the situation and at least 

try to understand the canplexities of it. Social change will occur in 

rural areas as in others, but whether it will have a r:;ositive affect on 

rural populations, and specifically the elderly, is dependent on the 

ur..derstandi,.'"lJ of their problems today. 

Social Gerontological Theories 

The aging of this country is a new social and demographic phenomenon, 

one which has eluded social scientific preciseness in regard to an all 

encanpassing' theoretical frame~rk. Social gerontologists be:Jan 

formulating ideas and researching' the aged population several decades 

ago, but because of the diversity among the elderly population it has 

been extrenely difficult for them to accept a single theory on aging. 

A variety of theories exist today, and this study will utilize several 

of them as conceptual frame'W:lrks. 

Activity and DisengagEment Theories. In 1961, Elaine CUmmin:r and 

W. E. Henry coauthored a work entitled Growing Old: The Process of 

Disengagement. This ~rk applied the functionalist theory of Durkheirnian 

sociology to the agiiB process. CUrrming and Henry suggested (1961:54) 
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that elders show fewer adaptive capacities and experience a loss of 

energies. They also stipulated that older people decrease the intensity 

and the varieties of interaction in which they engage. It was believed 

too, that they reduce their social interactions progressively and with

drew unto their own selves. Old age, therefore, was vieved as functional 

since old people were approaching death and must eventually relinquish 

their major social roles. Thus, at the tline of their demise, society 

v..ould not suffer frau any breakdown. As Fontana asserted (1977: 84) 

"it thus became a universal functional requisite that persons growing 

old sever their ties with society" . 

The disengagEment theory of aging does indeed "fit" the situations 

of sane elderly people. However, according to Blau (1981:136) just 

because role-adjustments must occur at all life-stages and a major role 

ambiguity exists during later life, an irrlividual soould not be forced 

to "disengage" fran societal functions. Disengagenent is not a normal 

byproduct of aging for a large proportion of the elderly population, 

and this is quite evident in studies that verify the actual existence 

of a "busy ethic". 

Robert Havinghurst (1968) articulated the points of the activity 

theory on agin:J and directly contrasted it with disengagenent. He 

equated successful aging with activity be it leisurely, industriousness, 

or actual work. Alth:lugh this may be a value statenent on his part, it 

is true that many elders do consider as equal, activity and success. 

Before one can fully canprehend the "busy ethic" however, and how it 

functions, it becaues important to note a few aspects about it's 

parent v..ork ethic. According to Ek.erdt (1986:239) the v..ork ethic is 

like any ethic, having a set of values and beliefs that identifies 
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what is good arrl affinns ideals of conduct. Historically, the v.ork 

ethic was studied and articulated by the classical sociologist Max Weber 

in his work The Protestant Work Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalis:n 

(1930:114) . Weber asserted that Calvinism or Protestantism invoked the 

work ethic UfOn their followers so that they could be seen as being 

predestined for a place in the next world. 

As Rodjers (1978:23) pointed out, w.rough the years in America's 

capitalistic history the work ethic shifted away from it's Calvinistic 

theme where believers toiled for the glory of God toward the pranise 

of earthly rewards. As v.ork ideals became increasingly abstract, they 

grew more available. Workin3men could utilize it as a weapJn for power 

and respect and wrap themselves in a rhetoric of pride. Amon] persons 

approaching retirement, surveys show m fall off in work ccmnitment and 

subscription to values about work (Ekerdt, 1986:240). 

The e:nergence of the "busy ethic" is, therefore, no mimr coinci

de"1ce. It is a logical attempt to mcmage a smooth transition fran v.ork 

to retirement. Rolelessness is not as likely to occur when well-de£ ined, 

mnambiquous goals are set forth for those in the ];X)St retire:nent 

phase of life. Ekerdt further stated (1986:241) that the "busy ethic" 

is an expectation of rnost retirees-shared by retired and nonretired 

prople alike. In fact, the "busy ethic" was aptly named because so 

many retirees are asked "how will you keep busy with all of your free 

time". Maintenance activities around the heme, volunteer jobs arrl 

h:>bbies frequently fill these "busy ethic" needs arrl the activity 

theory is verified again and again. 

Symbolic Interactionist Theory. In 1961, Arnold M. Rose published 

an article in which he applied the symbolic interactionism of Mead and 
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Blumer to the field of agin:r. The basic :roints of this theory are as 

follows: 

l ••• an older individual formulates his self-image through inter
action with others, 

2 •.• his or her self-image is o:::mstai:l'tly/ chan:Jed in res:ronse 
to the interaction with others, 

3 ••. the most important interactional elements in detennining the 
ways in which a person grows old and experiences his growing 
old are cultural values and meanings, 

4 ••• the way in which a person grows old depends largely on his 
envirorment and can be chan:jed by chanjin:J the environment 
(Rose, 1961:462). 

This approach has proven very useful for policy formulators and 

se..">"Vice providers. It can justify their ability to "help" or "improve" 

the life conditions and environments of which an older person has 

becane a part. This theory also negates the functionalisn of disengage-

ment and conceives the ways of growin:; old as "characteristic to particu-

lar sociocultural contexts" (Fontana, 1977:146). Positive interaction 

on a regular basis is essential to successful aging according to this 

perspective, and it appears fran the propensity of agency rhetoric on 

the subject that it has been useful to a de::J-ree in the field of agin} 

(Oklah:::ma State Department of Health: Eldercare Guidelines, 1988). 

'Ihe Life Course Theory. In analyzin:; the various theories, issues 

and policy implications regardin:J the field of agin:J, a sin}ular point 

continues to surface, and is the intergenerational factor. Because this 

study focuses on the rural elderly, an exploration of this significant 

point will be conducted as it pertains to the elderly in s:nall towns 

and rural areas across the cou.11try. 

It has been well documented that the various experiences and 

aspects of an individual's life will have a definite impact on how they 

reach old age. A person's prior health, occupation, educational attain-

ments, and overall quality of life will all play important parts in how 
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they age. Moreover, an irrlividual' s place of primary residence and 

overall interactional patterns have also been fourrl to affect the 

aging sequence (United States Department of Health and Human Services, 

1983) • 

Accordin:J to Cornnan, Hirshorn arrl Kingson (1986:3) who formulated 

the life-course perspective: 

... the amount and type of resources individuals give and receive 
vary as they grow and age, generally in this sort of pattern: 
1. .. in childhood individuals mainly receive resources, 
2 ••• throughout the young adult and middle years they usually give 

more than they receive, 
3 •.• arrl in later years-particularly in advanced old age, they 

receive more and more resources even as they contiune to give 
then, 

for any society to progress and prosper, each generation ~ust 
provide assistance to, and receive assistance from, those that 
follow .•. 

Thus, an individual's life-course can be seen as one which involves 

continual recip:r::ocity. In rural locales in particular, this theoretical 

perspective provides initiative for those of any age category to 

reassess their priorities and perhaps initiate carnmunity adjustments 

between the older and younger generations. 

Because of the changes that have transpired in society regarding 

carmunity and family structure, social policy and tec):ux)logy, many 

older adults are facing their11golden years11 with apprehension. Accordin:J 

to Brody (1979) older adults often must relocate to institutions or move 

closer to family members to receive the support they need in their 

older years. Frequently, elderly citizens are forced into these 

situations pre:naturely by fear or are influenced by family and friends. 

Old age entitle:nents are generally not enough to cover the expenses 

of old age, and too often older citizens have no other means of suPI_X)rtin:J 

thEmselves. As Pollack stated (1988:15) poverty among the elderly is 
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more widespread than in any other adult age group, roverty that is 

virtually inescapable. On top of these facts, the senior entitlenent 

programs developed to curb roverty is participated in by a mere thirty 

tw::> percent of those eligible persons. 

Poor health and the high cost of medical care have caused many 

older individuals to give up their homes and rely on cammunity care 

instituticbns or family.menbers. The federal and state governnents do 

rot guarantee universal access to healthcare services as other industri

alized countries do, and great numbers of older adults go without even 

the rudiments of health care (Fein, 1986: 42). 

These issues all point to one basic solution, older citizens who 

have becane frail and, or vulnerable will have to rely on infonnal 

sources of suprort for the most part. As Brody stipulated (1979) fever 

and fever infonnal caregivers will be on hand to assist more and more 

dependents. 'Wcmen have provided the largest prorortion of the care

givi.n:;r in past years, rut even the availability of full-time caregivers 

for the young and old has diminished significantly. Cornnan and 

others (1986:59) suggest that all of these factors do nothing toward 

alleviati.n:;J intergenerational stress and conflict. Furthermore, they 

asserted that "a canprehensive social rolicy, should therefore, focus 

qn the rositions and needs of diverse individuals as they move through 

their lives" (Corrroan et al. •. 1986:165). In other 'W:)rds, a healthy, 

active, well-supported sixty-six year old person should not autanatically 

receive old-age benefits just because of his or her age. Rather, 

fonnal, and infonnal assistance should be based on vulnerability and 

levels of dependence. 

Public policy should address this current deno:rraphic trend and 
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offer other means of care-givim to tlDse in need.. Everyone in 

society will have to confront the issue sooner or later, and Cornnan 

stated "intergenerational stress and conflict must not stand in the 

way of reciprocity between age groups and mEmbers of the same group. 

It is the l::ond of interdependence that ties society tCX]ether" (Corrroan 

et al. .. 1986: 3) . 

In surrunarizin:r this particular perspective, intergenerational 

conflict arrl disrEgard can only hamper the future developnent and 

implEmentation of a cohesive interdependent social policy. Advocates 

of all age categories should seek reconciliation and pursue policy 

initiatives at all levels of goverrment. 
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GIAPTERN 

METHOOOI..CGY 

THE QUALITATNE APPROACH 

This research study utilized the qualitative approach in the 

gathering of the data. This format was chosen b2cause it allows the 

researcher to ex:perience the reality of J.o.is or her subjects as they 

perceive it. As F.ilstead stated (1970:7): 

••. qualitative methodology advocates an approach to examinin:J 
the empirical social world which re::,ruires the researcher to 
interpret the real WJrld fran the perspective of the subjects of 
his or her investigation .•• 

It is believed that in observing and interviewing the subjects 

of this study, the very "heart" of their life situations was exposed. 

This research gathered data over a period of approximately six months, 

data which involved the same ccmnunity and people. Because of this, 

any potential invalid or unreliable information was discarded, and the 

"real stuff" surfaced. concerning these subjects 1 perceptions, opinions 

and attitudes. The length of time involved in the data collection was 

certainly one of the major strengths of this inquiry. 

The Study 

The to1.vn of Liberty, Oklah:Ina was the focus of this research. As 

you will remember, this investigation involves tw:> key factors: those 

or rurality a11d old age. Liberty was perfect for analyzing these 
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concepts because it is rural (population 350) 1 and there is a 

proportionately higher percentage of elderly citizens over age 60 who 

reside there (sixty-tw percent). 

Another reason why this particular a:mnunity was chosen involves 

entrance. As a third generation resident of this geographic area and 

member of the ccmnunity, entree' was not a problan for me to overccme. 

Formal introductions were not cqnsidered a ne<;:essity 1 and the intervievvs 

were scheduled very casually. The participants were merely contacted 

via telephone, and were then asked to consider answering sane questions 

regarding their status as an elderly, rural resident. 

Value or language barriers were not a difficulty either, and the 

interviewees were very willing to assist me in my search for information. 

Additionally 1 my position as a practicing rural, geriatric case manager 

proved to be extremely beneficial in this investigation. The issues, 

and lifestyles of the rural elderly -were not new to me. Rather 1 

instead of feeling an overwhelming sense of subj ecti vi ty, remaining 

objective in the face of torrid conditions, or chronic, disabling 

disease is something I have been trained to do. 

Data Collection Methods 

It had been determined fran the start of this project that three 

basic data collection methods would be used. Naturally, the collection 

of historical data about the a:mnunity was deemed vital to understanding 

the present-day residents. The local museun and ccrnnunity meetings 

provided ample opportunities for me to record any pertinent observations. 

The rollecion of historical data was done because as Light and Keller 

argued, as well as others, (1985:41) sociological inquiry cannot ignore 
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the historical context of its subjects. Nor d9es social behavior take 

place in a historical vacuum. The historical background of these 

individuals has significantly influenced their attitudes toward life 

and hew they interact with one another. 

Another method that was used was participant observation. Entrance 

was not a problem, nor were there any value or language barriers to 

cross, I was able to go about my investigation unencumbered by 

questioning stares, or caution ,frau my subjects. It was possible for 

me to meet my subjects on our daily rounds, in my work and at canmunity 

social events, such as church or little league games. Clearly, this 

study did not grab "a slice of life" and generalize frau it, rather 

the participants were observed over an extended pericx1 of time and in 

virtually every facet of their lives. This methcx1 of observation 

supplemented the data which had been gathered during the interview 

phase of the inquiry. Sullivan and others stated (1970: 99) it allows 

the reasearcher the opportunity to turn up new leads for questioning. 

Also, as Vidich pointed out (1970:165): 

•.• participant observation enables the research workers to secure 
their data within the mediums, symbols and experiential worlds 
which have meaning to their respondants. Its intent is to prevent 
imposing alien meanings upon the actions of the subjects .•. 

As the ccmnunity and its inhabitants were observed in the rourse 

of their daily activities, I kept a journal to rerord any notes about 

my subjects that I wished to use for future reference. 

The third method used in the collection of the data, was personal 

interviews with thirty six manbers of the cx::.mnunity all over age sixty. 

During the initial phase of the interview process, forty participants 

were selected conveniently. However, four of those ch:)sen were unable 
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to c011plete their interviews. The selection process was based on age, 

sex, past occupation and marital status. Also, none of the participants 

could reside in any type of intermediate care facility. Although this 

selection process was far fran being entirely objective or randan; the 

participa~ts well represented the elderly population of Liberty. 

After the participants had been selected and notified of my intent, 

I bEg an constructing the interview schedule, which is discussed below, 

and setting up appoinbnents. One problem that continued to haunt me lS 

in regards to the appoinbnents that were made before the actual 

interviews were canpleted. Frequently, I found myself going do.vn to 

the local cafe, or up to the quilting roan at the churches to "track" 

a potential interviewee down. It was very apparent that my subjects 

had little re;rard for sd1edules or appoinbnent calendars. Eventually, 

though, everything fell into place and the interviews were finished. 

Most of the actual interviews were conducted in the participant 1 s 

heme. This enabled me to get a good "feel11 for the subject 1 s life-style. 

Usually, I was able to test for any incongruencies that might arise 

during questioning when the h:rne situation was exposed. The interview 

schedule was constructed so that danographic information could be 

obtained, as well as information over the key issues of the investigation. 

The im:r;ortant factors of social supp::>rt systems~ resource a·rdilability 

and utilization, and individual perceptions of social change in small, 

rural canmunities were all discussed at length. 

The participants were clearly informed as to my intentions and 

seaned to understand why they had been chosen. It was explained to 

them that all ethical consideration respecting confidentiality and ,, 
anonyrni ty were to be upheld, and they were asked not to be concerned 
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about what their peers and family members might think of their res};X)nses. 

The names of the infividuals and the a::mnunity have all been chan:Jed, 

and the opinions of the participants were not discussed with other 

ccmnunity members. An interesting };X)int w::>rth mentioning re:Jarding 

this factor is that ~ of the male participants were concerned about 

what their peers w::>uld think of than, but did worry about 11pleasing11 

me. On the other hand, the fanale interviewees were obsessed, at times, 

with their friends ' reactions. 

As each interview got underway, it took the fonn of an info:r:mal 

conversation. These conversations were tape recorded so no pertinent 

infonnation would be lost and accuracy would be maximized. The 

conversations were a unique canbination of interviewing and exchanging 

of info:r:mation lasting up to tw:> hours in length. These infonnal 

settings enabled me to detect any significant problan areas and explore 

than further. 

As the conversations were recorded, I took notes on the behavior 

of each individual to check for any incongruencies. As Blum stated 

(1970:91): 

••• in the interview process there are certain general principles 
which must be anphasized: 1) the researcher must have the trust 
and confidence of the persons who give the infonnation, 2) he or 
she must not only speak their language 1 but he must have a human 
un:ierstanding and ability to penetrate their 11world" and 3) he or 
she must be highly a::mscious of psychological dynamics ••• 

It was found that because I lived in this cx:mnunity the participants 

did w::>rry about what I thought of their opinions and answers, and sane 

were quite reticent in discussing certain questions which they believed 

may "incriminate" than. Frequently, the participants w::>uld express 

doubt as to whether their answers were right or wrong. 

After the introductory phase of each interview was canpleted 1 the 
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interviewee was asked the first of the interview questions. As question 

nurr~ two was asked, the participants usually reiterated their life 

stories to me, and seemed to relish "going over the old days" to a new 

audience. Lewis observed (1971:240-43): 

... rem.iniscenting apparently involves more frequent memory recall 
and anotionally intensive retrospection in which considerable time 
is devoted to remanbering. It also involves other persons to whan 
these memories can be a::mnunicated. 

As the participants !::leg an recalliiB their pasts, they experienced a 

sense of anpowennent and felt more at ease in discussing the rest of 

the interview questions. 

Validity and Triangulation 

The investigation was carefully constructed so that all matters of 

importance could be cross-checked or validated in a variety of ways. 

Just as Blum cautioned (1970:88): 

.•. it is very important to construct the interview schedule in 
such a way that key issues are approached fran different points: ,of 
view. Also, valuable "off the record" infonnation can be obtained 
by spending sane time with the interviewee after the interview is 
canpleted .•. 

The interview tool was formulated so that questions rejarding the same 

subject matter were asked several different ways. The interviewees ' 

answers were also validated as other town residents were questioned 

arout the same subjects. k]ency personnel in the field of aging were 

questioned on countless occasions for their input on matters pertaining 

to the rural elderly. Triangulation was perfonned and any bias 

hopefully was noted. 

Another aspect of this study which acted as a check for any 

uncertainty was the fact that it was conducted over a lemthy pericx1 of 
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time. The residents were observed daily perfonnirq their activities 

of liviJB and interactional patterns. Carmunity functions and special 

senior activities provided perfect places for the social lives of the 

·active elders t6 be observed. 

Limitations of the Study 

Although there were many advantages to this research because I am 

very familiar with the social v.orld of the people involved, there were 

sane distinct disadvantages too. The main limitation of this study was 

that the interviewees did not fully disclose "what they knew" because 

they were afraid of what I may think of than. Peer pressure was very 

prevalent, and the fact that "everyone knows everyone else's business" 

hampered full disclosure. 

Another limitation was that the people here in Liberty have a 

certain caution aJ:x:mt than when "a government person" canes around. 

You see, to many I am merely another state agency burreucrat who gets 

paid with tax dollars. The people of Liberty do like their autonany, 

and do not care for too much government interference. 

The tool utilized in this study had tv.u pc:orly stated questions, 

which need to be rev.orded. They are questions five and six. For many 

of the interviewees, I had to restate the questions several times and 

invariably got the same answer for roth questions. However, sane 

infonnation was obtained. fran these questions, and the study was too 

far along to drop than when I first was made aware of the problan. For 

a canplete copy of the interviE-W schedule, see Appendix "A" at the end 

of this paper. 
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GIAPI'.ER V 

THE RESULTS OF THE STUDY 

'Ihe results of this study have been categorized according- to the 

data collection methods that were used. Although the historical 

research segment of the cx:mnunity provided a substantial foundation 

upon which the interviews and observations were based, it will not be 

discussed in and of itself. The results of the intervisvs and 

obseJ.:vations have been analyzed and are discussed in the following 

sections of this chapter. 

The Intervisv Ccmrx>nent 

In recalling chapter four of this study, three different groups 

of individuals were interviewed. 'Ihe elderly residents of the a::mnunity, 

as well as other younger town me:nbers and pertinent agency personnel 

were all involved in this phase. The results of these intervisvs have 

been separated by group affiliation and will be discussed as such. 

In analyzing the data obtained fran intervisving the older 

cammunity residents, I felt that it was necessary to describe them 

demcgraphically as well. These general statistics are important 

because they illustrate the representiveness of the participants. 

Thirty-six elderly residents were actually interviewed which approximates 

twenty-five percent of the over age sixty fDpulation in Liberty. Of 

these, thirty-five percent were male, and the average participant age 
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was seventy-seven years. Half of the D:terviewees were married, and 

the majority of these elderly participants had been associated with the 

carmunity for most of their lives. Agriculture and its related industries 

were daninant forces behind the town and its residents, and sane of the 

elderly interviewees were still actively involved in fanning and ranching 

on a daily basis. 

As you will rananber, the interview schedule was constructed around 

key issues; social support systems, resource availability and utilization 

for the elderly, and social change in small, rural carmunities. The 

elderly citizens were asked a variety of questions with each beiiB 

related to one of these factors. The results have been categorized to 

address one of these issues and they are discussed in the follovving 

sections. 

Social Support Systans. The first factor involves individual 

perceptions of socia 1 support systens, be they formal or informal. 

As Coward stated (1985:165): 

.•. stereotypes abound concerning the rural elderly's need for 
social support. Frequently, these stereotypes v.Duld have you 
believe that the rural elderly are so involved with kinship 
relations that there is no need for more formalized support 
systems to be developed ... 

I found that this problem of little or no social support especially 

for the disabled elder 1 y did exist in Liberty. As I visited with 

one elderly woman about this issue, she offered her explanation: 

~ •. I moved back to Liberty after I had retired, thinking I would 
have more support here than in a larger tcmn. Boy, was I wrong. 
You see, I have no children, only great nieces and nephews and 
they clear 1 y have no time to look after my needs. I have to hire 
saneone to drive me to Elva to get my prescriptions filled, pick 
up groceries and to see the doctor. Just little things like that 
are a major frustration for me. All of my old friends fran way 
back have either died or moved away, so I feel very alone here, 
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and there is nothin:j I can do to ch.an;;e thin:;Js ..• 

Another interviewee who is leg-ally blind fran macular degeneration 

stated his opinion in the followir.g manner: 

••• I do have friends arrl family nearby, but I hate to call on 
then for every little thing. They take me places and do visit, 
but I wish there were other thiJBs available, like a meals · . c , 

program or sane type of public transr::ortation. Life can get very 
lonely sane of the bme, an e:npty house is sanething I don 1 t think 
anyone ever gets used to ... 

Other interviewees expressed a sans-~hat different opinion of 

social support systens in Liberty, and an interesting dichotamy energed 

the more I probed. It appeared to me that only the disabled or 

chronically ill participants perceived the:nselves as bein:r unsupr::orted 

socially. One of the very active residents addressed this factor in 

the followi:fB way: 

... I feel real supported by my family, course I am married and 
have children wh::> live down the street. I go to church on Sunday 
arrl we have our senior meetings every week, and quilting up to 
the church, so there is sanething always going on ••• 

v1hen this same lady was asked about her health she said that she had no 

problems and only took an aspirin once in awhile ·for pain. 

Another interesting fact occurred durir.g the course. of this study 

pertaini!B to this issue of social support systens. One of my 

interviewees who had been very active and healthy at the time I 

interviewed her stated the followir.g: 

••• I don 1 t think people here in town should feel all alone, I get 
out and do sanethi:fB everyday, because there is always sc:mething 
to tend to. I have lots of frien:ls and family here in town and 
we always get together .•• 

However, this same individual had an unfortunate turn concerning her 

health while the study was still being conducted. I interviewed her 

again to see if this proble:n had changed her perceptions on the subject, 



and her response was quite interesting: 

... you kno.v, I never realized what a probleu illness can be for 
older people like me. I don't feel like cooking or drivin] to 
town, but my friends and family cannot nm up here every single 
day. Mr. boy, Delbert, he is gone so much and his wife is all 
tied up with her own folds so I really don't have anyone to help 
me. My sister Berrty, she has to look after too many of us as it 
is, so I don't knaw what to expect. It rosts more than I make 
every month just to have someone to cane and stay with you, it is 
not like the old days, when they could do that for "roan and board". 
I just wish sc:meone rould spend sane time with me ••• 

The perceptions of well-being are directly related it seeus, to 

activity and involveuent. Kivett (1985:171) argued that: 

... non-kin relationships and community participation provide for 
continuity in role performance over the adult years as well as 
for the replacement of roles lost through retireuent, wido.vhood 
and other late-life events •.. 

Havin]hurst and others (1968) equated successful aging with activity 

of sane kind, and it appears that these participants believe in this 

ideal. Additionally, Arnold Rose (1961) stated that positive inter-

action on a regular basis is essential to successful aging, and his 

them.-y did negate the functionalism of disengagement. 

However, Cummings a11d Henry's (1961) theory of disenjageuent 

cannot be disregarded. One of the female interviewees expressed her 

opinion on this topic as such: 

••• I certainly enjoy being left alone. My daughter is grown and 
lives away fran here, and I don't feel obligated to serve on 
every tOVJn committee an:YffiOre. I am old and I like doing what I 
want, when I want, and do not wish to be bothered .•• 

For the most part, the residents of Liberty who were interviewed had a 

definite tendency to favor the activity theory of aging. 

As the intervievs on the younger members of the canmuni ty were 

conducted on this particular topic, the reactions were similar to those 

of the elderly residents. One young working mother expressed her 
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perceptions as follows: 

•.. I feel that the older prople here in town do have a lot of 
interaction with family, friends and in social activities. Even 
if sanrone 1 s family no longer lives here, there is always sa:neone 
else to help out if needed. Of course, I am not old, so maybe I 
really do not know what it is like for the elderly. But, speaking 
for myself and others like me, I feel very secure and needed here 
in town, and I do not worry aJ::out saneone taking advanntage of me 
or my family ••. 

One younger gentlE1tlan did not feel quite so optimistic rejarding this 

topic, and explained his fOSition as such: 

••. the older people who can get out and go to church and the schc::ol 
functions do feel supported. But I know fran experience with my 
grandparents that unless an older person "feels good", they Y.Dn 't 
get out. This can definitely place a burden on family mE!llbers, 
because we are already busy "MJrking and things •.• 

The life course theory of aging as stipulated by Cbrrrnan and others 

(1986:10) suggests that at any given FOint in time and over time, an 

interdependent and agin:j society, which includES. all generations, will 

have a cammon stake in family efforts and public policies that respond 

to the needs of dependent persons of all ages. In this study, the 

yoUI:Ber menbers of the ca:rmunity seemed to express this attitude on many 

occasions. 

In addition to the elderly and yo1..IDJer resident 1 s interviews, 

various agency personnel were asked for their opinions on the different 

topics under study. They were involved for triangulation purposes, and 

their resfOnses did prove to be very helpful. An intervievv was cx:mducted 

with a re::ristered nurse wm provides skilled care within the h:::me 

environnent for rural elderly citizens. Her resfOnse to the questions 

about social support systems was as follows: 

..• social support,. either fonnal or infor:mal is necessary for ~any 
elderly people to retain a certain amount of self-estean. Retuanent 
and any subsequent loss of physical functioning is seen by many of 
the people I deal with as little pieces of themselves slowly 
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disintegratin]. Role loss is very detrimental to the health of 
the elderly, especially out here in the rural areas where hard 
work has always been a fact of life. Many prople I see have had 
no time to cultivate non-work interests, so they have nothing to 
fall back on after retirenent. Unless adequate support syste:ns 
were already in place and functionin:j, many have nothin:j left in 
old age. Also, chronic illnesses or disabilities can put a 
tranendous damper on social interaction. You kno.v, arthritis can 
even make it hard for the "Bible-totin Baptist" to sit in a church 
pew for t'v.D or three hours .•. 

I also discussEd this issue with other agency directors and caregivers, 

and receivEd the same type of response f1un each of the:n. Continuity 

is imperative in old age, which includes social support fran infonnal 

and fonnal sources. Interaction with friends and family members, as 

well as old VvDrk cronies is vital in the agin:J process. Rosow affirmed 

this belief when he argued (1974): 

... although American people have same anticipations of what to 
expect in old age, they have no specific trainin;r leadin:] to it. 
As old prople they retain the general values and beliefs that they 
have acquired for life, but no longer have a clear role set for 
their new status of being old. The roles of the old are quite 
anbiguous ••. 

Resource Availability and Utilization. Accordin} to Coward and 

McCUan (1985), there appears to be a consensus that the developuent and 

delivery of health and human services in rural locales has unique 

features that distin:]Uishes it from similar processes in larger 

camnunities. In many res:pects the needs of older :people are exacerbated 

by their rural residence. When rural elders do experience crises in 

their lives, there is sufficient evidence to predict that fonnal 

helping services will be less available and narrower in range. As I 

oonducted my intervie.ws on this subject, one elderly gentleman, wh:> is 

a retired oounty carmissioner, expressed his response as such: 

.•. I moved back here a fe.w years ago, and was kirrl of smcked when 
I found there wasn 1 t even a senior center here. I know there are 
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state and federal monies available for those things, but the little 
folks like us don't get heard very often. We have to drive thirty 
miles to see a doctor, and even further for any kind of specialty 
vork. We do not have any services here that siDuld be. We pay 
our taxes too, and that makes it all even more disappJinting to me ••. 

Another elderly citizen, WID discussed this issue at length, offered the 

following suggestions: 

... we always have had a physician here at least a few days out of 
every month, but not anymore. This disturbs us older folks, 
because we cannot always drive ourselves to Elva, or other places 
for care. I have to have my sugar checked periodically, and it is 
a real problan to drive over and have it done, especially in the 
winter. I think if we had a real senior center, we could ask a 
doctor to cane out here every so often, and there could be dirmers 
every day and so forth. We just have got to get on with figuring 
these things out, and Medicare is another big problan. The nurses 
and doctors that I have talked to have mentioned the fact that 
Medicare will not pay than enough to cane to small towns, so 
where do we go fran here •.• 

When I did ask the elderly al:out Medicare regulations, and if they were 

aware of organizations such as Legal Aid and AARP, I received many 

alanning responses: 

..• I don't even know what AARP is exactly, and Legal Aid is a new 
one on me. My doctor always has his nurse fill out the bills, but 
I really don't know what she is doing. It would be nice if there 
was same place I could go to get information on these things ••• 

Many of the elderly residents expressed a need for sane type of 

senior center that could serve as a central clearinghouse for meals, 

interaction and the dissanination of information. Transportation was 

another major resource gap for the elderly residents of Liberty, and 

seeued to be a source of everyday concern. One of the younger ladies 

in town wiD cares for several hcmel:x:>Und elderly citizens had the 

following to say on this topic: 

.•. the older folks here in town have to rely on people such as 
myself for transportation and sh:>pping. This problan infringes 
on their independence, and does cause problans for many family 
members. Public trans:r;:ortation of same kind would be very helpful 
to many here in Liberty ••• 



When I visited with sane of the business prople on Main Street about 

these resource gaps, one praninent gentlauan had the follow.irB to say: 

... if we had a nice senior center where various things for the 
elderly could take place, I think it would help the whole town. 
These rural developnent specialists have certainly been jumping 
on this retiranent thing. They all say it is good for business to 
look progressive. I think more people v.-ould retire here if we had 
more services to offer than. The problen is where the seed money 
will came frcm to get this thing started ..• 

The different geriatric practitioners that were intervie.ved 

expressed many ideas arrl roncerns about the lack of adequate knowledge 

of resources and how those resources can be accessed by the rural 

elderly. According to Coward and others (1985:202) distance is a major 

determinant that must be ronsidered in accessin;J services. However, it 

is not the only factor that must be entered into a fonnula predicting 

service availability a~d utilization. Many characteristics must be 

considered when judging the overall accessibility of a program to help 

rural residents, e.g., knowledge of services, client eligibility, 

fiscal constraints, psychological constraints, and administrative 

practices. Neverthless, distance represents a formidable barrier to 

the developnent of programs for rural areas, and it canplicates the 

delivery of every service (Parkinson, 1981:227). One agency director 

in charge of a case4nanagement service for elderly citizens stated: 

•.• bme and mileage are two very big factors we have to contend 
with. Often, a case-worker will sperrl an entire day seeing three 
people because of the distance involved. Accessing pertinent 
resources is another problau. Rural areas typically are wi trout 
bane health care, therefore, a case-v.-orker must firrl other adequate 
avenues to assist the clients, and this is often very time 
consuming .•• 

The ccordinator for a h:me health agency explained why their agency 

carmot reach rural residents very easily: 

.. .Merlicare reimburses us only so much per .sennice perfonned 
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frequently a drive of over fifteen miles will eat up any profit we 
hope to make, so we carmot get out to the real small tcwns, it just 
is not feasible ..• 

Accordir:g to Sanders (1977 :142) : 

..• it is very difficult for me:nbers of rural networks to interact 
effectively with external networks if the two networks differ 
greatly and are not understood or appreciated. There are certain 
urban structures among than, sane government bureaucracies, whose 
rules and regulations are so drawn up that rural people may find 
it impossible to confonn or qualify ••• 

Distance and the lack of in-town services did seem to be a major 

deterrant in the developnent and delivery of elderly services in small 

towns such as Liberty. This problem does lead to many implications 

for policy makers, and they will be discussed in the followi.zB chapter. 

Social Change in Small Rural Cormlunities. The last issue in the 

interview phase of this study concerns that of social chan:re in 

cx:muunities such as Liberty. Several of the questions in the interview 

schedule touched on this factor. It became very obvious to me as I 

approached the interviewees with this issue, that life in snall-tc:Mn 

America is dramatically different fran years past. .Many of those 

interviewed told their life stories and how chan:Jes have occurred that 

have affecterl them personally in various ways. 

Although mass media arrl hi-tech cxronunications have opened the 

door to change, in many rural areas a difference between rural and 

urban still exists sanewhat. Thanas R. Ford (1977:217) suggested the 

followin]: 

The .immediate "WOrld of rural people has profoundly changed. It 
has expanded to encanpass "layers" of cx:mnunity at regional, state 
a.'J.d national levels. Through mass media, increased mobility and 
higher levels of education, cultural isolation has been reduced. 
Rural society is more cx:rnplex today and heterogeneous. Traditional 
beliefs and life-styles co-exist with urbanized life-styles and 
attitudes. 
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The interviewees expresserl a variety of opinions on this topic and two 

of the elder 1 y residents suggesterl the following: 

••• Liberty actually has changed a great deal since I came here in 
the early twenties. Back then we all had to hang together for 

. survival, we had no one else to turn to. There were no highways 
or bridges, no phones or electricity, just lots of cattle and ranch 
land. We didn 1 t go anywhere else to shop or to the doctor, we did 
it all right here. Saturday nights were always the big day in town, 
and that was how we kept up with each other, we would meet in town 
and visit. We finally got the school in 1923, and that was an 
absolute blessing. Finally, our kids could get past the eighth 
grade. '.Ibday. families don't try to "WOrk together, because they 
don't have to. When we did get electricity and things, our way of 
life started to change. Now we don't visit like we should because 
we stay bane and watch television. Of course, we will never be 
like sane big tcmn, but we aren't like the old days either ••. 

One other elderly v.anan who had a very different idea about change 

stated that maybe things really were not so different: 

•.• now my days are pretty much the same as they were twenty, even 
th-Lrty yonrs:~ nlo. T know Hm i-nwn :i.,;~ cHffprnnt:, hnl: only to nn 
outsider, and you are one of them you know. We act much the same, 
still care about our friends and neighbors, still go to church on 
SUndays maybe the kids are a little smarter now with canputers and 
all, course not many of 1 en could hitch up a horse and wagon either. 
But I think our beliefs are not too different. I still w:>rk my 
garden, and 11 can11 for winter, and we still tend the cows, and don't 
spend a lot of money ••• 

After gathering the perceptions of change fran the elderly citizens 

in the carmunity, I began approaching the younger Se:;3ffient of the pop-

ulation for their input. One of the younger w::roen in town, who "W:>rks 

on Main Street, had the following ideas on how the carmuni ty has 

possibly changed: 

••• we really are changing a great deal, even as we speak. The 
econany is not up to par and we have to seek other ways and ideas 
to get business. I work and so do most of the young wanen in town, 
which is very different fran past generations. My kids have so 
many opportunities available to them that even my generation did not 
have, but additional choices seems to make it difficult for them too. 
As far as how all of this will affect us in the future, I think we 
have to consider the idea that more and more traditional caregivers 
will not be available to help the elderly and care for snall children. 
We definitely need to begin planning for this now, and stop a 
problem before it be:fins. Life just is not so cut and dried 
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anymore, it has beca:ne more cn:nplex •.. 

As I visite:'l with t.'l)e various agency personnel on this subject, 

several expresse::l the opinion that the snall corrmunities like Liberty 

have an aging populace. As one local reg-istered nurse suggested: 

.•. we have got to get ourselves ready for this change in the 
typical age of our rural residents. The youn::]er people have to 
leave to get good jobs, and the older ones are left to rold the 
fort down. Especially the traine::l, skilled youn:jer people, they 
are leaving for good in a lot of cases, just to make a decent living •.• 

Another geriatric professional with health and human services stated 

that in just the last few years she has received calls for assistance 

in the town of Liberty: 

.•. the yaun::]er ones leave and older ones cannot live on Social 
Security alone. That means that agencies such as this one have 
to step in and help ... 

Social change in snall ccmnunities is perceived differently by 

different age groups arrl even within the same age categ-ory. Perhaps 

the followinJ quotation fran Cbward and others (1985:14) states it best: 

... many rural areas are in the midst of significant econanic and 
danographic ch.ange 1 change that is creating new danands, new 
problans, as well as new opportunities ••• 

The next chapter of this research paper will attempt to highlight 

the areas of significant change in Liberty as perceived by its residents. 

Additionally, the implications involved in these changes will be listed 

an::i discusse:l for the purposes of guiding future social policy in s:nall 

t<:NmS such as Liberty. 

The Participant Observer Ccmponent 

As you will recall fran chapter four of this study, I spent 

several :rronths observing the elderly residents of Liberty in their 

daily activities as well as during special carrnunity functions. I had 
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ro problems "fittiiB into11 the cx::mnunity for I too am a resident. This 

factor proved to be extremely beneficial as I went about gatheri!B my 

data which has been analyzed in the followiiB section. 

One of the highlights of every week-day was nine o'clock at the 

r:ost office. Nearly every able-bodied adult in town could be seen 

gatheri!B their mail and visiti!B with the others wro may happen by at 

t.~at time. The weather was always a key r:oint of speculation for these 

,PEDple, and the men like to see wl:o was the most accurate weather fore

caster. 

General and. ccmnon interests to all were discusserl. The elderly 

always seemed to ask about saneone woo may be ill or out of town. 

Visitors were another r:oint of interest, especially if they plannerl to 

stay in town for awhile. I found that sitting in the drugstore for 

coffee was an excellent source of information. People generally 

mndered in after gettin;3" the mail, "just to keep up on the town gossip" 

as one older lady put it. Everything fran last night 1 s ballgame to 

the price of cattle :b.ad to be analyzerl by one and. all. Liberty does 

rot have a daily newspaper, so much of the town 1 s news is spread v.ord

of~uth on a daily basis. 

I did find a rather interestin..J practice th:>ugh, while I 

observerl the elderly residents as they attended church or the socials 

every other week. The active elders separaterl themselves into tv.o 

groups, the "doers11 arrl the "do for others"-. The "doers11 played cards, 

scrabble and daninoes regularly. The females of this group quilted at 

the church and had arts and crafts every single week. The male mEmbers 

of the 11doers" had to spend every morni!B at the local cafe, drinking 

coffee and. visitirB. Both the males and the females of this group had 
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little patience with those elderly individuals who were sick, inactive 

or simply chose not to participate in their gatherings. 

This particular group of elderly people could easily be oompared 

with Fontana's "relaxers" (1977). They did want to be active and 

involved with each other, and erose to pursue activities that they 

enjoyed doing. Additionally, if one of their group deviated at all 

fran the usual, they v.ould be "black-balled" in later activities. 

The other active group in Liberty, the "do for others" group, 

were tlose persons, male and female alike, who went al:x:mt helping 

others all of the time. These individuals could still drive and 

function very well alone. They would spend their days caring for 

sick friends or taking others to Elva to the doctor or for shopping. 

This group was also very active in cammunity functions from 

Sunday School at church to being rodeo cx::mni ttee members. These 

individuals perceived themselves as still being gainfully employed, 

l::ut in different jobs. The members of this category of elderly 

interact freely with all mEmbers of the ccmnunity, and could be seen 

at little league games as well as the county sale barn. As Fontana 

suggested (1977 :101) this category of elderly found nE.W meanir:g in old 

age by en:jC'iging in activities that took the social form of providing 

a helping harrl to others in nee:l. 

One other cate:]ory of elderly resident was rather difficult to 

observe. This group consiste:l of the chronically ill, hcmebound or 

individuals who chose not to interact in the community a great deal. 

However, my };X)sition as a cx:mnty case-v.orker enable:l me to visit 

several of then for observational pl.liiX)Ses. Frequently, these individ

uals did get out to shop or attend churchl; l::ut that was al:out it. 
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'Ihey found li£e much simpler ranainir:g at h:me in a familiar environment. 

They may have one or ~ close friends, l::ut chose not to becane involve::l 

in ca:rmunity affairs. These individuals were often cared for by the 

second cate:rory of elderly previously discusse::l. Health and age were 

often expressed as bei.n:] deterrants to activity, alth:mgh poor econanic 

conditions affecte::l several of than. 

Although the elderly residents have been neatly categorized into 

three di£ferent groups, there are 1.md.oubte:Uy many wm do not 11 fit 11 

into any one of these. For the purposes of this study it was essential 

to canbine canparable irrlividuals into groups, which has been done. 

As Coward stated (1987 :17) : 

•.. the rural elderly are far fran being the stereotypical 
h:mogeneous group so often thought of .•. 

The elderly of Liberty vary dramatically in age and activity levels, 

and in the amounts of assistance they may nee::l now and in the future. 
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QIAPrER VI 

INTEFPREI'ATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

The questions raised in the be:finnirq of this work centere:i 

arourg three key issues. As they were stated in chapter four, these 

issues dealt with the following: social supfX)rt systans for the rural 

elderly, resource availability and utilization in rural areas, and 

social change in small, rural carmunities. 

Additionally, at the start of this study v.orkable definitions 

regardin3' the meanirqs of rurality and of old age had to be detennine:i. 

Rogers' statement in chapter three (1988:11) capsulized the meanirq of 

rurality when he argue:i that the attitudinal characteristics and 

perceptions of the rural individual differentiates them historically, 

occupationally, and ecologically fran their urban counterparts. Also, 

this study chose to rsnain within the parameters of rurality set forth 

by the United States Census Bureau's guidelines. The term "older adult" 

referre:i to those persons wlo had attained sixty years of age or more, 

but is in no way reflective of an individual's physical or corqnitive 

abilities. 

Interpretations 

In order for the results of this study to be interprete:i 

systematically, they have been categorized accordirq to their 

relationship with one of the key issues under study. 
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First, the issue of social support systems will be discussed.. 

Fo:r:mal as well as info:r:mal support net.M)rks were studied in this research. 

More spe.cifically, the interviewed individuals were askEd to explain tow 

they :r;:erceived themselves as being socially supported.. As the interviEW 

results were broken down, it :!be::ame clear that the opinions of these 

pe:::>ple had polarized.. The healthy, active, busy persons felt that 

they were very supported via a mixture of formal and info:r:mal sourcer-. 

Family, friends and. associates were deemed very vital to this group, 

and the activity theory of aging was very evident. This particular 

group believed strongly in the cannunity as a whole, and. participated. 

on a regular basis in various organizations and with informal groups. 

On the other hand 1 the group ·Of interviewees woo had physical or 

mental problans to contend with did not feel as supporterl socially. 

This group exhibited. a multitude of chronic illnesses, sane of which 

made independent living extremely difficult. Activities of daily 

living such as cooking, cleaning 1 shopping and. personal care were 

viEWEd as being near 1 y beyond their capability to perfo:r:m by many i~ 

this category. The lack of more formalized resources in the carmunity 

such as transportation, nutritional programs and mEdical facilities 

exacerbated. their plight. These individuals appreciaterl any info:r:mal 

assistance they received, but did not want to bea::me burdens for anyone. 

The younger menbers of the carmunity held strongly to the 

traditional r:;erceptions of small, rural o::mnunities and the close-knit 

social netv.orks that supposEdly exist in than. However 1 several of 

these individuals- woo had had prior experience as a primary caregiver 

for an elderly person expressed doubts about the social support system 

in place in Liberty. They all agreed that family manbers and friends 
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do step in when nee:ied, but felt that more formalized resources 

should be made available in the cx:mnunity. C<rre:Jiving was seen u.s 

beirB the primary res:r;:onsibility of family manbcrs, but the younger 

generations have cx:mpreherrled the fact that fewe.:c u.nd fewer of than will 

be available in the future. Formal sup:r;:ort systans v.ould need to fill 

the void in thut re:Jard. The various agency personnel echoed these 

sentiments, but did state the costliness of se:rvice delivery in isolated 

ccmnunities. 

The issue on resource availability and utilization invoked strong 

resp::mses fran the participants. Frankly, the resources that are 

available to these elderly individuals are primarily social in nature. 

This hurdly canes close to serving the nec'Cls of the lunebound or 

disable:i residents. Nutritional, medical and transr:ortation prcgrums are 

nonexiste.11t in this caruTrunity, lu.rgely l::x2cause of inadequate fundi.rlCJ 

from state and fo:leral sources. Additionally, the citizens ro:]Uirirr:r 

or deservi.n;J of more than average amounts of assistu.nce go without, 

subsisting as best they can with family or peer help. 1nadequate 

h:)Usi.n:] did not, however, appe<rr to be a major problem for Liberty 

which was certainly a positive r:oint. 

The interviewees did express a desire to develop resources in e1e 

ro.11ITIUl1ity, but were uncertain of the proper channels of authority that 

v.ould be involvcrl in the allocation o£ fun1i.ng assistance. The younger 

o.::mnunity menbers were vcry :r;:ositive to.r~ard tr..e dcvelopnent of elderly 

resources. SeVerill of the ma.in l::usiness leaders of the ccmnunity mel 

expressed a desire to bejin building sane type of senior center, which 

v.ould offer a number of prcgrwns to the old& residents. 

The results of my discussions with ilie vu.rious u.gency r.>ersormel 
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on this topic inclicate::l that several major problems were deterrants in 

the implementation of services for carrnunities such as Liberty. As 

Sarrlers p:>inte::l out in chapter five, frequently, urbanize::l locales and 

governnent structures fonn the basis up:>n which programs are developed. 

The regulations that govern Medicare prohibit health care professionals 

fran providin:J even the basic care so often neerle::l. The distance and 

time involve::l in the delivery of these services do not make it 

feasible for these practitioners to develop programs here. Another 

threat to the delivery of health and hl.UUan services in carrnunities 

such as this one, involves the very essense of rurality. Accordin:J to 

Vidich and Bensman (1958:83): 

... the rural areas of the United States often have professional 
p:>sitions such as physicians, nurses arrl teachers, as well as 
others, fille::l by professionals or semi-professional people wh:> 
move into the rural ccmm.mity to fill essential statuses •.• 

I fourii this to be true in Liberty, and it does tend to create 

proble.ns. Professionals wm were traine::l in urban envirorments or wh:> 

were accustane::l to practicin:J in those conditions have tre.nendous 

barriers to overcane r~ardin:J service delivery. First of all, the 

residents of Liberty are very independent and do not want that position 

to be canpranise:l, this attitude c."''uld possibly be said to exist in many 

rural areas as well. Professionals must be aware of this before 

atte.npting to deliver any type of service. Value judge.nents can 11get 

in the way11 of effective delivery if they are not approached correctly. 

At times, I have fourrl in my w:::>rk and in the process of canpleting this 

study, that the residents will not admit openly if a proble.n exists. 

Rather, the practitioner has to be observant enough to gather the 

nee::led infonnation without really 11 askin;J for it11 • Also, the residents 
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have to feel as though they have sane cooices in the decision-mak.in:f 

process. In other v.-ords, a practioner woo trys to do it "by the b::XJk" 

probably will meet a great deal of resistance. Cclmlon sense on the 

part of the practitioner is very helpful in service delivery. 

Another mint that surfaced. during the course of this study 

re;arding this issue is that these residents would not seek outside 

help as long as they could do without it. Distance to nee:ierl services 

does appear to have a signigicant influence on this as well as a very 

conservative attitude about expenditures. All too often the elderly 

residents of Lilierty wro were in neerl of health or human services did 

not feel that they could go to the expense of traveling to a larger 

town or city to obtain help. Again, the distance arrl isolation of 

the a::mnunity did exacerbate many problems. 

The results of the questions pertaining to the perceptions of 

social ch.a.nje in s:nall, rural carmunities brought a variety of resr:onses. 

Basically, tv.;o different opinions surfaced. Sane of the elderly 

residents woo, alth:>ugh admitting changes in technology have occurrerl, 

still held fionly to the belief that Liberty was essentially the same 

town as it was twenty or thirty years ago. Of course, these individuals 

had not personally experience:l any radical chan:}e in their own personal 

corilition. They appeared. to be set in the same kind of functional 

pattern of living as during their middle years. The other side of this 

issue was expressed. prlinarily frau the older individuals woo had 

experienced. a chan:je in their personal condition, aril fran sane in the 

younger age group in the carmuni ty. 

Traditionally, rural residents were able to rely on friends and 

family for any neede:l assistance, rut the €Conanic and occupational 
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structures of rural areas have chan:Jed this sanewhat. Families no 

lomer are able to w:>rk the "family farm" for their total livelih:x:>ds. 

Off-the-farm employment is typical of many Liberty residents, and those 

woo cannot find sufficient employment nearby have to leave the area. 

This char:ge dramatically affects many arenas of small-town life. One 

particular chan:Je that this study found involved the decreasEd number 

of full-time caregivers. 

The lack of caregivers in rural crnmunities increases the neEd for 

more formalized helpi..ng networks. However, because of current fundinJ 

conditions this has not been adequately developed. The various agency 

personnel and youn:Jer individuals have recognized this problem, but do 

not kn:::>w exactly what to do alxmt it. Additionally, this group feels 

a certain amount of entitlement toward government sponsorEd programs 

fundEd through tax dollars. And rightfully they probably smuld feel 

that way. 

Another char:Be that is occurring concerns the overall de:ncgraphics 

of the local population. As it was discussEd in chapter three of this 

study, the overall population of the United. States is agin;J. So too 

is the fDpulation of Liberty. Ho.vever, the elderly residents of Liberty 

canprise a proportionately higher percent of the whole population at 

present, and within the next feN years thri:s number is expected to rise. 

This fact is certain to affect many other aspects of the carmunity 

such as the local scrool, various ccmnunity organizations and of course, 

an increasinj need for health and human services. 

All of the chanjes that were discussed were also observed in the 

secom phase of this study. The local churches have high numbers of 

elderly participants, and the schJol is sufferin:j fran a severe drop in 
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enrolJment. The few full-time care:Jivers woo do live in the carmunity 

are, at times, overwheJmed by their duties. 

As the observer phase of the study was coril.ucted, there were 

several points noted. First of all, Liberty is a very close-knit, 

iril.ependent ccmnunity. The residents express a genuine concern for 

t.~eir families aril. friends. Secorrlly, the ccm:nunity has a tranendous 

sense of pride, evident since its foundin';J. Decades of detennination, 

struggle and. hard-\\Ork are the ba.cklxme for this. Third, the citizens 

of this area are very involved in carmunity affairs, for the most part, 

and feel at times threatened by the oocial changes occurring around 

them. Infonnal sources of social control are definitely at \\Ork in 

this carmunity and are effective. 

In surrmation, this little town is very proud of its heritage aril. 

will tackle any obstacle with a great deal of gusto. However, there 

are certain coril.itons which are evolving here that srould be addressed 

by outside forces. In so doin';J, there are implications for future 

policies in rural areas which have been listed in the following section. 

Implications 

All too frEqUently, contradictory policy goals and. .implanentation 

responsibilities have frustrated efforts to address rural neerls within 

ferleral, state aril. local governments. In the past, programs have been 

developed. based on out-of-date infonnation ar:d on urban needs only. 

This research has attenpted to highlight certain areas of need in one 

snall carmunity, but does anphasize the possible direction new 

policies srould consider aril. they are listed as follows: 

l. There must be continuous research conducted fran acadenic aril. 
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goverrrnental institutions concerning rural carmunities. These 
research efforts should address specific problem areas utilizing 
both qualtiative and quantitative data for a better and more 
complete understanding of the real issues at hand. 

2. Funding fonnulas for the Areawide Agencies on Aging should not 
only consider the population base of an area, but also the 
number of actual, intact services for a specific geographic 
region. The area of the Agency's coverage smuld also be 
considered, in efforts to eliminate total isolation of same 
camnunities from vital services. 

3. Reimbursement rates for health care services funded through 
Me:licare should be revamped so as to equalize the disparity 
between urban and rural areas. This would allow more health 
care practitioners the opportunity to feasibly operate in 
isolate:l areas. 

4. Rural health and rruman service practitioners should be 
trained to objectively and creatively serve their clientele 
based on the in:li vidual needs of the snaller canmuni ties. 

5. Cbuntywide senior service centers smuld be developed and 
maintained. These centers could satellite prcgrams throughout 
the county to assure a continuum of care for the elderly 
citizens of the area. An example of these services would 
include but not be limiteil to: pUblic transr:ortation services, 
nutritional programs, case-management services, health care 
for isolated areas and h:me maintenance se1:vices. 
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1. How old are you now? 

2. How long have you reen associate:l with this cc:mnuni ty arrl 

surrounding area? 

3. Do you have any .imnediate family menbers livin:;J within thirty 

miles of here? 

(if so, go to question four) 

4. D:J you see than often? Be specific please. 

5. What specific changes have you witnessed during your life-time 

re:;arding the structure of the cc:.mnunity? 

6. What changes have you witnessed during your life-time regarding 

the structure of the family? 

7. What technological advances have occurred during your life, 

how have they affecte:l you personally? 

8. To what extent do you feel socially supported by family mEmbers? 

9. To what extent do you feel socially supported by close friends? 

10. Do you have a cr~onic illness or disability, if so what is it? 

11. If you were to need rehabilitative care, woo would help you? 

12. Do you attend church regularly? How often do you go? 

13. Are you an active volunteer in any ccmnuni ty function? How many 

h:>urs a week, on the average, do you participate? 

14. If there were senior resources here in to.vn, such as a meal site 

or transportation w::>uld you use them? 

15. Are you familiar with most of the regulations regarding Medicare 

payment of medical services? 

16. Do you feel as though you have a voice in policies affecting 

senior citizens? 
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17. Are there any social changes you v.ould like to see happen 

regardi.n:J the older citizens in this and other small, rural 

communities? What are they? 

18. What is a typical day like for you? 
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